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FILL-PATCH No. J-1207
DESCRIPTION:
FILL-PATCH No. J-1207 is a great new patching composition for the fast repair of holes, ruts, cracks or
rough areas of concrete floors, or patching of outside pavement and trenches in Wood Block Floors.
Ready to use right from the container, J-1207 is composed of special small evenly graded aggregates
and coated with an asphalt adhesive binder. The material is tamped into place and compacted by a
standard hand tamp. Heavy rolling traffic further compacts and makes the repaired area extremely tough.
The important features of J-1207 are speed of repairs without unnecessary production delays, ease of
application and remarkable durability. It may also be feather-edged. When tamped or rolled, the special
aggregates are of a type that crush under impact to combine with the coating and form a very solid mass.
No preliminary mixing is required.
APPLICATION:
Remove all dirt, oil, grease, etc. from area to be patched. Wire brush area with hand or power unit and
blow or sweep away all the dust and particles. Shallow holes paint should be primed with FILL-PATCH
Primer. Allow to become fairly dry or tacky and then place in necessary amount of FILL-PATCH.
Begin tamping (or rolling) at edge and work toward the center. Compress until mass is solid, feathering
the edges. Allow a slight crown in the patch to permit further compacting by traffic. If holes or area is
deeper than 1/2 inch, apply in 1/2 inch layers until desired level is reached. Avoid deep patches (over
three inches) apply concrete grout first. Keep the face of the tamper clean with a scraper or kerosene.
COVERAGE:
FILL-PATCH will cover at the rate of one gallon per three square feet, 1/2 inch thick. Primer covers 75
square feet per gallon. Apply the primer slightly beyond area of repair.
DRYING TIME:
FILL-PATCH may be subjected to service immediately after application. Large areas should be allowed
to set for a few hours then rolled back and forth with roller or lift truck. Normal traffic will smooth out
patch.
REMARKS:
Material stores well and is ready for immediate use. Stock a drum or two for emergency or permanent
repairs. Available in 5 and 55 gallon containers. FILL-PATCH No. J-1207 is the finest patching product
of its kind and at the lowest cost.
LIMITATIONS:
Like most such materials, FILL-PATCH too, has its limitations. It should not be used where oil and grease
are constantly present or where the floor is subjected to strong acids unless sealed with Top Kote No.
J1237. Avoid high heat or hot water.
MISCELLANEOUS:
Also available are End Grain Wood Floor Blocks, Heavy Duty Rock Block, Polymer Jura Block, Steel Tile
Anchor Floor Plates, Floor Block Sealers and Special Coatings.
CAUTION: READ MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET BEFORE USING ALL PRODUCTS. All
statements and recommendations are based on experience we believe to be reliable. The use or
application of these products being beyond the control of the seller or the manufacturer, neither the seller
nor the manufacturer make any warranty expressed or implied, as to results or hazard from its use. The
suitability, risk and liability of a product for any intended use shall be solely up to the user.

